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Nader urges close of Maine Yankee
McKernan, stiff rebuttal to talk of shutdovvri •
PORT! AND. Maine (API
-- Consumer actistst Ralph
Nader ur_ted a Maine audience
Wellnelay to force a shut-
(loyal of the state's sole nuclear
psi% et- plant-and 'send a message
to the world that the hazards of
generating atomic energy will -
not be tolerated here.
(ios. John  
_McKernan . Jr _
who opposes a_shutdown of the
I 4 sear -old 'plant in Wiscasset,
immediately criticized Nader's
comments as inaccurate
‘Icantime. with less than a
week before a referendum that
will gist soters a chance to
decide the issue, a newspaper
, poll -published W ecinesda in-
dicated residents want the plant
to remain open.
Nader. speaking before an
audience_ of about- 150 at a 
housing complet for the elder-
in Portland, said the nuclear _
power industry does not have
the technology to ensure the
safe transportation and storage
of radioactiye wastes, a key
issue in the production of
nuclear power.
"Now it's just not in thc
cards that we can have that
lesel of perfection." Said
Nader, a lawyer. author and
Tou_nder Of a consumer la-
vocacy voup,- Public Citizen,
a.shirigt on D.C. "We don '
hay c TT anywhere else. Planes
crash, trucks crash. cars crash.;
boats sink Fsrr the shuttle.
look at what happened to
that "
Nader spoke at the request of
The Mainelkruclear Referendum
Committee, which is leading
the fight for the third time this
decade to close Maine Yankee.
.• In his speech. Nader dis-
counted as ''irrelesant••
arguments by plant owners
Maine Central Power Corn-
pans and other utilities that
\taint • Yankee is a, ,critical
source of power, and that alter-
na:ive power sources wouldin-
crease electric rates as much as
47 percent. • •
"These 'utilities are going to
try anything, whether they•se
got plants operating the way
they want to or not, to get more
money from your pocket.."
said Nader. who has campaign-
.. ed to Close Maine Yankee since
- --19$0-when first referendum
.to shut down the reactor came
- to a vote.
On he federal government's
search for a high-level radioac-
tise waste repository on -the
East (oat, Nader said if Maine
does not want a_dump _here.
then it should stop producing
nuclear waste. Two sites in
Maine are being considered-for
the repository.
Nader also blasted as in-
Construction of science building
begun near York Village
log Oman likes and Public Serviee, said the project is funded
scseral sources
Construction for a new S3 million research
building began this week at the University of
Maine
The two-story. 25.0()0 square-foot budding
is tieing built in the field adjacent to York
Vitiate, south of what is known on CamOus
Brown said about $400,000 comes from a
federal grant from the Department of Educa-
tion. SI million comes from a unisersity
'ss.tcm loan, and the remaining $I„ I million
is from adevelopmental effort and outside
'toms:buttons
.as.the "chicken ranch "
the facility -will-house-two programs,--the- -----
Environmental Chemistry (iroup and the
Laboratory tor Surface Science and
Technology
The ensironmtnial group is presently
located in several buildings on the south end
• of campus and. I ASsr is in the basement of
Barrows Hall
Greg Brown. %ice president !,,r Resear h
I rmersits of Maine itinitir, Ben spike
in w hoer. tied two Black Rear ••044er
Donald Nelson, assistant director of
4-acilities-Marragernern-pd-Prajecr engineer,
said construction began Monday with the
stnpping of the site and next week, workers
wilt be escas ming for foundation work. ,
Nelson said the primary reason for con-
structing the new building was because of the
lack of space in the present locations.
(see IA page 3
complete a McKernan ad
ministration report that
evaluated the effects of a shut-
don. He said the State Plan-
ning Office study was pro-
utility and did not take into ac-
count-sources of replacement
j power or the declining produc-
, tisity of the-aging plant.
. McKernan - called' Nadeis
- assessment of the planning of-
fice's report ''inaccurate."
and said his administration
sought independent review of
utility data when possible.
The governor also said Nader
. • .indc,.t-.1‘
records dining Vledne.flAv s Lii fain
wire ( ollege loot-% tin page 121
and Public Citizen found it
"easy...not living in Maine... to
understate the cost" to tax-
payers of closing down the
plant.
•
Meantime Wednesday, the
Bangor Dully News published
the results of a telephone poll
which 1oun4-47.5 percent of
561 registered .voters surveyed
favored keeping the reactor
open. A shutdown was sup-
ported. by 37.5 percent and 15
percent said they were
undecided.
Stadium proposal
discussed at COC
The proposed football stadium, mandatory drug testing
at the University of Maine and a proposed new Business
Administration budding were the main topics of concern
looked into at the Council of Colleges meeting Monday.
At the meeting UMaine President Dale Lick said a new
football stadium with artificial turf would not only pro-
vide at heletes with longer playing seasons, but would in-
crease the use of the facility. -
"So much of the year you can't use the current facility
of conditions such as  mud. W ith turf, you can 
use it later in the year as well as begin earlier." he
Lick said officials of a Portland football stadium
reported that with the addition of artificial turf, there was
an increase of the number of actisities the stadium was
being used for.
The report stated the stadium went up from 22 uses
to more than 90 uses, Lick said.
In addition, Lick said many of the concerns about the
dangers of artificial turf cannot be substantiated..
"There is no definitive data to support the idea that
artificial turf is more dangerous than regular • turf, he
said.
The stadium ranks 20 in an overall list o129 proposed
capital construction projects, but rants 6 in a' list of
prolects to he privately. funded.
On the subject of athletic drug testing, Thomas Aceto,
vice president for . Administrative Services said the ad-
ministration .supports th-ci -National C011egiate Athletic
Association's requiremenl of testing atheletes involved
in post season tournament competitions
Under NCAA rules, any athelett involved in these tour-
naments must sign a waiVer for random drug testing in
order to participate. .• -
The lanuars. 1986 rule is a requirement for Member-
ship into the !sit:AA.
"If the student wishes to participate in the post season,
That student must sign the form and undergo random
driag testing. And we support that." Aceto said.
lAceto said I.', Maine has the same drug problems that
every university across the country is suffering from.
Accto said he knows Of no major drug problem on
campus and that 'unisersity programs and polttides deal
ing with drug problems have been effective '
"If the community suspects a student -of has alga-pro-
blem, we reach out and try to find that problem t a Very
,onfidential and mobtrusist manner,'' he said '
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Seassionees, arrests ..
Lamont Ramey. 28, of Milford.
_was charged_with Operating _After
Suspension after'he was stopped on
Maine Avenue in I_ nisersit) Park.
He is scheduled to apprer in 3rd
District Court Nos. ,20.
Kelly Preston, 19. of Calais. was
charged with Operating Under the In-
fluence of intoxicating liquor Hides
at 1:12 a.m. along Rangeles Road
Court, Nov. 13.
Mirk Lewis, 20, of Bangor, charg-
ed with assault. Court. Nos. 20
Police blotter
-- A warrant hes been issned for the
arrest of Richard Cordiero, IS. of
Connecticut; who tailed to apprear in
3rd District Court Friday. He
originally was charged with assault
Recent Ca•C• in 3rd District ( (nut
Letts Whitnes. 27-. pleaded inno-
cent to leasing the scene ot an acci-
dent and theft (Xi. 23. His trial is
scheduled for Nos. 19
Timothy Greenleaf, IS. ol I u
chfield, pleaded guilty-to possession
of a false ID Oct. 16. He received a
II00 fine - •-„
Charles Bushman, 19, of
Cumberland Hall. pleaded guilty Jo
creating a false public alarm Oct. 16.
He sprayed paint into a smoke detec
tor Sept. 
%andalism
A trashsan was bounced oft a car
windshield and hood, causing $1300
damage. In the Balentine Hall lot;
Oct r, between 3 a.ni. and 6 a m
Paint was scraped off a car, caus
- init:S2M -damaje in the Baktitine
Hall lot. Oct. 17 between 3 a m and
6 a.m. A window- of a Four ( outer,
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Pula CA( was brokniiifd $2.1.75 in
pizzai. taken. causing S100 damage to''
the car, Thursdas at II pm h% Cor.
heti Hall
A sktrishirki wiper of a
truck was bent, causing $50 damage,
in the Bennett Hall lot, between 4
p m- f inlay and 9:30p m. Saturdas. ,
frorit door window to Stodder.
Hall was broken, 'causing $400
damage. Sunday at 1 a.m.
A windshield wiper of a car was
bent, causing $50 damage, in the
Sys-wider-Hell between-
--Saturday and 2.0.m. Sunday -
(see 111.0TTER page 51
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hnstnpher Rio,thhs, president of 'student Goverameat (right).
New
Brown said the new research budding
will consist mostly of laboratories, but
it will also include workshops, offices.
smaller research laboratories, con-
ferences facilities, and preparation
rooms
The contractor for the project is John
E.anguet and the architect is Harriman
Associates of Auburn. Completion date
for the new building is set for March
1989
-We'd like to have it completed
before that date," Nelson said. "We
hope to have it finished in September or
October of 1988."
'-Jr photo
--4(iintiased trim past I
They needed expanded fatilities."
he said. "They'se got to hase more
space for new equipment and more of-
fices for new people_
Brown said there was a neestto "con-
solidate the programs "
"Relative to programs of the uniser-
sity, both programs (LASST and the
Environmental Chemistry Group), are
internationally known." Brown said.
"The facilities in which they're working
in are currently out of date and both are
scattered all over campus. "
ATTENTION
MUSICIANS
WOULD YOU LIKE A CHANCE TO PLAY OUT
ARE YOU TIRED OF PLAYING TO NO ONE ')
THE COFFEE HOUSE NEEDS
YOUR TALENT!
1111'. COFFEE I /OUSE IS LOOKING FOR ACTS TO PLAY
AT 11 TE RAMS HORN ON THURSDAY NIGHTS. PLEASE
1 CONTACT CHRIS BARTLETT OR MIKE HAN/CARD AT
THE OFF CAMPUS BOARD OFFICE, 3" FLOOR OF T1 IE
WE ARE TENTATIVELY PLANNING .A SUNDAY. JAM AT
THE RAMS I TORN ON SUNDAY NOVEMBER 8. THLS IS
A CHANCE 10 RAY WTTH 011 [ER PEOPLE, MAKE
1 CONTACTS, AND JUST HAVE A GREAT TIME! TOR
MORE INFORMATION, CONTACT MIKE HANKARD AT
THE OCB OFFICE 11JEDAYS AT NOON.
OCB to provide shuttle
Jeseette Orem
Free shuttle bus service to and from
the Oronoka restaurant will be provid-
ed by the Off-C'ampus Board this
Saturday.
Scott Wilkerson. off-campus senator,
said the board is sponsoring 4 costume
party at the Oronoka "The revenues
raised from a $3 coser charge will go
towards defraying the transportation
costs of the Senegalese National Basket-
ball Team during their Maine tour,"'
he said.
In other business during Tuesday's
.0eneral Student Senate meeting, the_.
GSS passed a resolut ion'to vise $1,000
towards the Senegalese National Basket-
ball Turn fund.
%tike Scott. off-campus senator, said
if the team chooses to come to the
University Of Maine it will providt an
educat ionid and cult ur al e).....1p_erience to
LiMaine students and to the commune-
Cy.
In other matters the GSS has given
final approval to the Photography-Club,
and preliminary approval to the Classics
The Classics Club is responsible for
the organization of last year's Festival
Week, said George Markowsky, the
faculty adviser of the club.
"We will sponsor anextensive set of
lectures." he said.
In unfinished business. the GSS
quickly tabled three .resolutions which
dealt with the Graduate Student Board
pulling out of GSS.
One resolution dealt with the GSS
recognition of the pull-out.
Another dealt with changing the GSS
by-livis to state that only undergraduate
students who pay the activity fee shall
be Members of the GSS.
The third resolution stated the GSS
would conduct a survey of all the
graduate students. GSS would poke two
questions in the survey: do students
_agree to the Graduate Student Board's
decision to secede from student govern-
ment, and do they' agree to the board's
current process of selecting its members.
Ail of the student government will be
participating in the Student Alumni
Association Phone-a-thon on Ncroiq'2.-1 -
"We have accepted-the challenge of
the UMairie administration to raise-
more money than they do," said
Christopher Boot hby. president of Stu-
dent Government.
John Gallant, Phone-a-thon student
coordinator, said all the money-from
-. this fund raising event will gOzta_the
- university's general fund.
"Indisidual awards will be given to
those' who raise the most funds,"
Gallant said
The Daily Maine Campus
needs volunteer writers
TRICK OR TREAT AT
Dance Club
6 Central St. Downtown Bangor
HALLOWEEN PARTY
October 31st with WKS() 'Kiss 94 FM' playing the
best of the 60's, 70's, and 80's.
Win a cash prize of $100 or $50 in our
COSTUME CONTEST
Win a STAND-UP VIDEO GAME or an AM/FM
Clock Radio in our DANCE CONTEST and loads
of other treats!
Friday-Saturday 18 yrs old & up
8-4 a.m.
9-1 p.m.- $5.00 cover
After 1 am.- $3.00 cover
Dance on the biggest dance floor in Bangor!.
(With your UMaine student ID - $1.00 off cover
, dress code required.)
•
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the t nis emit y of Maine Department of Public safety
is launching a Del* les registration program in an ef f net
to return toM or stolen keys to their rightful owner. en-
courage proper locking of property to reduce thefts and
°serial -take a bite out of triune." kicking off the pro-
gram is 1 Maine President Dale Lea. third from the left.
who filled out a registration card that will be kept in a
computerized file in the unis emits 's Pnbilie Safety Crime
Presention Office. On hand for the presentation of the
first numbered key tag are, left to right. Alan Res wilds,
Maine public safety director; Mc( .ruff the ( nme Dog,
and I hums% kceto, %ice president for administration.
•C9uncii
  
(confined from page II
Alcohol and drug educati.... and
counselling programs, atteznare ac.
t 'vines and sufficient control of the sale
of alcohol as well as fair enforcement of
that coillfol have been effective in
1imiting drug problems, Aceto said.
At this CO(' meeting. Lick also ad-
dressed the faculty concern on pnority
giscn to a proposed construction of a
building for the College of Business Ad
nrst rat ion
This building would pros ide SO of-
fices for this college which only has 20
acuity members, the concern said on
the CO( agenda
Lick said the proposed building %Mild
not only house that college, but would
be used as classroom spatkx.
I hk said this year eight new position,
were authorized. from 23-2/1. and thal
be anticipates further growth in thc
:otlege.
"I will not he surprised to sir thc
',Koh). double in site in the near
!Witte.— he said_
,This building,-which is_priontv one,
he said, would free up spice in other
areas which could be used more drift- '
vise hsthe departments -
"If the classroom space is freed up,
then we will hist more space near the
departments for department
cuiorities." -Lit.k -said, noting 4.U4.1;
priorities could include more graduate
student offices
-It will base a domino effect as we
plan for new buildrnrs, •• he said
AN.
-.4111111‘,..
At the Oronoka
Sat. Oct. 31. 8pm -? $3.W
featuring -
The Rewinders Kinsmen-Ridgerunners
PRIZES AWARDED TO
FUNKIEST COSTUMES
cask bar id.requirecf
Brought to you by the O.C.B.
/he 0016 %fame ( timpt4s, I h0
Engine
The t nisersity of Maine Cot
Ungineering and Science honored
tftstduals for scholarship and •a,
ment during the eighth annual ri
lion - banquet held Oct
The 1987 awards, presented h
Man Smith, dean of the college, •
ayne A. Hamilton of Orono.
D. Holmes of Topsham, Andi
- Frank Of Orono. Habib .1. Dal
Bangor. Jaya krishpagopal
Auburn. Ma_ and Doreen f
lourt of Old Town .
ess• merit scholarships from!
1 nstronthental Recosers
were also presented to
.engineering students Nancy. Mill
Fast port iv Ftr;-an Mall of Oa
Hamilton. I Amite professor
engineering arid associate •dean
tollege, rcveisc:d the Asbles (. a
Award in recognition ot
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development ot st.thients. prastis:i
Immortals, and colleagues. and a,
PressiOn of the regard and respec
peers, -
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mem ot t isil frigincertng for elf
fluor -145 b&unling -associate 41
19. has been engaged in te:
research and public senior at 1
for :.- years.
Holmes, who receised his le
electrical engineering from 1 VI
1946, was honored with the Disti
est Engineering - and !scierice
Now retired--aTfil-a 1njrc,
kt. A. including director of tcl
research. he has recessed 16 L
foreign patent's and has been a
three RCA Laboratories Outs.t
Achiesement Awards
Holmes was recognized for
ding -engineering accomplish
reseal...h. at hies ement s and Indust
plications in the fields of :Limn
lions and eircrrit engineer tog
Frank, Anne assosiate pr.
tst cistl engineering, recessed the
for, Outstanding At.complishni
Research bs ioung Facultv
Rewgnited as one ot • the s
leading researchers in the des cu 
of- geographic information st
Frank was also cae4 as has mg est
_ed national and international r,
lion for himself and the '
surs Inv rnv ince proeran
Dasher. ¶ ,Faine assistant pr,
of cis il engineering was presen
Award for Outstanding Accoi
merit in leaching iss Young F
The award recognized Wither's'
tional contributions" that base
the admiration of student
colleagues.
In his first scar at I slain
was selected by students to r c
iii) Engineering Teacher of tti
in recognition of his ou st 
ZOOLOG
Junior Englisl
Proficiency Exam
Monday, Nov. 2, 19
6:30 p.m.
102 Murray Hall
Required for Graduation
All Zoology .
and B,ologr and hind T•ch tita#ora
Juniors
must take this exam?
•rsv.l.tv . October 29, 1987-
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Engineering college honors six persons
The Unisersity of Maine College of
Engineering and Science honored silt in-
for scholarship and -achieve-
Ment during the eighth annual recogni-
tion' banquet held Oct 17
The 1987 awards, presented by Nor- .
Man Smith. dean of the college, *collo
Vs aync A Hamilton of Orono. Das id
D Holmes of Topsham. Andrew t
- Frank of Orono. Habib J. Dagher of
Bangor, Jaya Krishrtagopalan of
Auburn. Ala.. and Doreen J. Yaillan-
court of Old Town
New merit scholarships from Sawyer
Ens ironntental Recosery Facilities. Inc..
were also presented to I Maine
.engineering students Nancy 'Milian° of
Eastport 41.1d Rr;-an Ilan of Oakland
Hamilton. t slaine professor of osil
engineering arat associate deart-ot the
college. reveised the Ashley c amphell.
Award in recognition of .ontinued
desotion to the education and personal
development of %indents, presticing pro-
fessionals, and colleagues. and as an ex-
pression of the regard and respect of his
peers.
Hamilton. who ..arried the Depart-
ment of (isil Unionccrufg tot eight 'car's
poor to becoming avavociate dean in
19--, has been engaged in teaching.
research and public sets ice at I, Mame
e a domino effect as we
buildings. • he said
re
ners
he O.C.B.
ear s
Holmes. who recased his levee in
electrical engineering from 1 \lame in
1946, was honored with the Distinguish-
ed Engineering and !,icience Award.
retired- arta a liiiig careir-schlt-
k A. including director of telesision
research, he has reccises1 36 U.S and
foreign patent's and has, been awarded
thrie RCA I aboratories Outstanding
Achiesement Awards
Holmes was recognized for tutstai
.ding -engineering accomplishment .
research. ac hies ernent s and industrial ap
plications in the fields of cornmunic.:
nons and elestr• AI engineering "
I rank. "lame associate professor
ot engineering. in:coed the Award
tot Outstanding Accomplishment in
Research b Oung___Faculty,
• Recognized as one of- the world's
leading researchers in the deseloptnent 
of-geographic information systems.
Krtshnagopalati, who earned her
c.hemical engineering from U
Maine in May, 1987. was the recipient
- of the Graduate Teaching Assistant
Award.
SheW as cited for her attitude. motis a-
lion, , outstanding performance. and
Frank was also cited as has mg establish-
_ed national and international vogni-
min. fin-. himself and the ' Maine
surseyins. enrolee git provram '
Dasher. I 'lame assistant professor
of coil engineering. was presented the
Award for Outstanding Accomplish-
ment in leaching by Young 'Faculty.
-The award recognized Dasher 's 'escep-
tionaLcontributions" that has e earned
the admiration of students and
colleagues_
In his first sear at slain. pagher
was selected Ps students to r Toe the
Coil Engineering Teacher of the Year
in reco nition of his ou standing-
*Blotter
teaching ability and dedication. He was assistance to others-characteristics that The merit scholarships, provided by
also cited 'fin his work in development made her the leader • of the chemical the Sawyer group of companies, were
:Of new structural engineering graduate __engineering .gradoare student body_Sheguesented_by Barrim. chairper -
cou•rses-. is now teaching, at Aubnin,Urnversity. son of the Sawyer Scholarship Commit-
Vaillancourt, executise secretary, tee, to Miliano and Hall, laoth juniors
received the Leila C., Lowell Award. at UMaine.
---She was honored for 23 years of Milian°, a ciyil engineering major, is
-loyal and exemplary 'service" to U the daughter of-Catherine Milian° of
Maine. and for the past 20 years. to the Eastport. Hall is majoring in Mechanical
dean's office in the College of Engineer- engineering. He is the son of Cecil B.
ing and Science. Hall of Vsaterville.
rear taillight and front light of
a vehicle were broken, causing $150
damage. in Gannett Hall lot, Sunday
Pet weer) I a m and 2 pm
Burglaries, thefts
.Rearsicss mirror, %aloe $45, taken
,froM car in Steamplant lot. reported
Oct. 18 at 10 30 p.m.
Jacket. check600k. other items.
salue $287, takeh from vehicle in
Memorial Gym lot. Friday between
10:30-11:30 p.m.
Eighty- dollars was taken from a
room on the second floor of Dunn
Hall between Oct. 19 and Oct. 23:
Someone broke into a locked of-
fice in the Memorial Gym and took
$670 and a check for $390. The inci-
-Titan- --was- reported Saturday at JO/.
a m
kontinued from page 21
Tape deck and sunglasses, value
$220, taken from %chicle in South
York lot, Sunday between 2 a.m. and
-2:30 p.m.
A wallet,•saluc $15, left on a co-
pying machine in Fogler Library was
taken at about 330 p.m. Sunday.
Recotered properly
.A clock radio found in Neville Hall
at 4:30 p.m. Sunday.
Classifieds ,
fart Shundreds'weekly$ in vriur
-z.
spare time. t 'toted Sers ices of
America. looking. for
For sale: 1979 Plym. Horizon TC3
60 thou. new cluich„recent insp.
$1200. 866-4464
._ •
-
perience. Call Inter-Camp-US Pro-.
grams at 1-800-433-7747
is
homeworkers to perform mail set-
vtees- - Intottive- - programs
asailahle. For information send
bugs_ self addresy:ed _ stamped _
enseliink- to 1. .S.A 2430- Magic
Mtn Pkws , Suite 306. ‘alencia.
t A 91155 
'
Papers typed $1 a page. Call
Emits 866-5682. Satisfaction
initranteed or sour mono back.
College work-study counselor
position.,, as ailable. Assist local
_
area adults. with career explora-
L.. holt, college iiiission andlinan- 
__
new ties ask -for—
.Mark St. Peter..
,Housernate wanted 11/01/87 for
Stillwater cooperative house. Non-
I.ost library book: NC 890 *25
Pencil Sketching. Please return to.
_
library. Sate me $50
....
smoking. Vegetarian. preferred.
$160 mo. 827-3107 Karen. Larry,
Michael
I fist - blue Converse gym bag, in
Bennett or Bear's Den. Contains
w rest ling 'shoes and sweatshirt, If
found please call Das e at 947-7572
Part-time work-study student for
non-profit agency located, in
Braver. Student for general-fiscal-
office work accounting & corn- _
-
Help wanted: aggressise en-
thusiastic students to join the
87-88 Student Tras el Service sales
team. Earn free trips and cash, set
your own hours, and gain ex-
cellent sales experience while
marketing winter and spring break
sacation. For more information
call 1-800-648-4849
-..
- Apartment for rent Orono one
bedroom good location and con-
dition.S260 Call 866-3248 or 2518
ornings
Wit 1. TD la PS PB-Auto. S675
Clal aid Pre4:csst-- 4 -. hr. app- -
I, --Jr-ttair-c-c Taiica' Nona! Talent
IS Sly -br 4 1
purer skills a plus. Eastern Area
_Searcli__Prugiam*
C141,1‘11
.N
.,,,
... 
'N _
Lost brown teddy bear at '•,.
oming in Stewart parking
\Jam misses him and needs
trim to sleep Please call collect
K45-2437
, . . . .- Bolt 70,
Twin. City Shopping Plaza.
Brewer, 941-2865
Campus tract rep or organiz.ation
needed . to promote spring break
triii.s Florida. Earn monc., free
trips. \and saluable work ex-
Excellent mechanics fair ap,
pearance -Tel. 942-71'37 or- .-
947-6298.
( lassifieds are 50 per line. The,
are published on I ues. & !hum
and are due Mon. & %ed. before
noon.
---'
• ZOOLOGY
• Junior English
Proficiency Exam
Monday, Nov. 2, 1987
6:30 p.m.
102 Murray Hall
Required for Graduation!
All Zoology
and Biology and Med Tech M aloft MIS)
Juniors
must take this exam! .
EVER WANT TO TAL TO A RUSSIAN?!!!
Ipu can! And you may even have your way paid to the Sovietr Union_to do it!! The
-Universitypf Maine will be sending 6-8 student envoys to Kharkov State University.
in the Ukraine, all expenses paid. for two weeks this spring. We'll also beacting
as hosts to a dozen Soviet students coming here early iziext semester. Either way,
'- thiels your chance to spend some time face-to-face with- a"\citizen ofone of the most
• powerful countries on earth. -Open to students-I-a-all matorix,Any fulltime UM. stu-
dent may apply. tJov, 9th. is the application deadline for holk.1:\:)ec. 4th for en-
voys. You can apply for both roles. or either. `,
THE CHANCE OF A LIFETIME -
Informational Meeting 6:00.p.m, Sunday. Nov. 1. F.A.A. Room. Memorial Un n
Or contact. Terry. Moore. Project Coordinator
18 Chadborne Hall.. 581-1613
•
Asst. Prof. Virginia Whitaker. Faculty Advisor.
106D Lord Hall. 581-1277
U S -SOVIET UNIVERSITY PAIRING PROGRAM
•
...,„
•
s
S.
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Editorial
SDI preveAtg agreement&
The Reagan administration endorsed the StrategicI>efense Initiatise in 1980, saying it couldsomeday make nuclear weapons obsolete.'
Developing SDI, which uses antibalistic missies in space.
was our way of eliminating the stratigic salue of nuclear
weapons. Reagan said. -
Mechanical desices, research and S30 billion slated
for nuclear obsolesence have pushed Soviet leaders awas
from a summit meeting. but arms negotiations still con-
tinue.
It's high time the world saw arms negotiations as the
product of fear, concern and sobriety, and not another
outgrowth of ambition.
Although Reagan is the first American president to
bring nuclear reductions to the bargaining table. mans
feel he was brought there oft•Gortoache:ilnitiative. an
invitation he could not refuse. . - .
In the early years of his administration. Reagan pro-
posed the "Zero Option"-plan that called for the
. elimination -of all intermediate range nuclear weapons
from continental Europe. The idea seemed fair to
.Americans who didn't know that the plan ignored
French and English nuclear missiles The Soviets were
insulted.
On other occasions. Reagan has publicly expressed his
willingness to negotiate but has alwaysmixed his
greetings with insults and statements of distrust, in-
dicating he would rather speak with his own support
base than-to---tbe-Soviets themselves
The MX missle can reach Russian soil from our own
in six 'Minutes and its deployment has prompted the
Soviets to put their land-based arsenal on launch-on-
warning status. Gorbaches's willingness to negotiate
may esentually save our lives as well as theirs.
By accepting a modified form of Zero Option. Got-
haches has forced.the,Americans to the bargaining table
in an attempt to tiring a measure of sanity to super-
power relations. Gorbachev seems confident that accep-
ting reductions against the advice of right wing Soviet
ideologues encourages stability-. not instability.
Nonetheless, the issues still focus on question., of
numbers, efficiency and the retainment of mutually
assured defense capabilities.
If SDI has the power to make even one ,nuclear
v.capon obrvolete, it atso has the power to present agree
merit on arsenal assessments, an area both superpowers
are sery concerned about: Even in its-des- elopmental
stages, the creation or prospect of destining new U.S.
antibalistic technology will inhibit the Soviet's ability to .
negotiate as we would like them to.
Bc creating the SDI program, the U.S. has done
much more than match Soviet efforts in ABM research
and deselopment; We've created another great stumbling
block in arms negotiations and it remains to be seen if
OW world leaders will it.
5A.ex.
•
Z.• 2E.- Zt RO
WHAT ?I!
_
Z Ego oil I ION
CAN'T you HtriR
Too rie.t
R. Kevin Dietrich
And now, a few random thoughts
from a very random mind
Is there any truth to the great
theological rumor that R.A.s. R.D.s and
meter maids are really Satan's hen
chmen? Or are they actualls Satan
himself simply %Kiting earth to make
our lives a living hell?
. Speaking of theological questions,.
.fioes God really approve of the Moral
Majority?
And does the Moral Majority realize
that without pornographic magazines
such as Playboy and Penthouse at least
two-thirds of the males in this country
would still be functionally illiterate?
Well, since the price Of-- those--
magazines has risen substantially in the
Last few years. I guess we'll see a cor-
relation between reading •abehty and
economic status.
That'll finally give economists
something to do Oh, that is other than
stand in front of 250 students and bore
them to tears on a regular basis
Of course, that hinges on whether or
not an ecorionusis survive attacks from
depressed brokers driven mad by the re
cent stock market plunge
And who's foolish enough to invest
in the stock market anyway'?
According to recent reports, the smart
ins-estment would have been the IJMame
student bookstore, which pulled in over
5200.000 recentls
Wait, why limit it to the bookstore'
With such scams as paying 52. to tailgate
and forcing fraternities to have Reslife
on hand for parties. thn entire institur-. 
lion is a great money-making
The Daily Make-Campus
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I have this reccurring dream.
In it I'm crossing the raod bet-
ween Merrill- Hall and the
library. Midway, cars start
zooming by, missing me byIn-
ches, slapping into my
backpack or brushing my
jacket.
-Then the road is dear except
for two identical UMaine police
cars approaching from opposite
directions, the same cop in both
cars. "Crosswalks? Who needs
crosswalks? We have parking
tickets!" he sayvlaughing.
Both cars crush through ms
legs and pas!, through each
other magically as I drop to the____
ground.
But lately the dream has been
Return__
To the editor:
On behalf of the UMaine
I acrosse Club, I would like to
thank the senseless and ir-
responsible individual who stole
the pair of lacrosse nets from
our playing field last weekend.
the nets cost 5300 a pair and
were just purchased last spring
with club money Besides our
financial loss, I would also like
to thank you on behalf of the
team from Portland which was
to play us on Sunday That is
if we had had nets I
Commentary
In fact,• the only investments which
return more of a profit than UMaine is
either companies which produce
weapons for national defense or cor -
porations and or nations which insist on
surmising arms to third world countries
bent on destroying themselves
And speaking of destroying oneself.
tthink it's too bad Gary Hart dropped
tint of the presidential race. :Anybody
that Can hook up wit., the likes of Don-
na Rice pits my sole
I sure don't soc the ladies flocking
around old Ronnie
In fact I really don't see much at
.o1 _, flocking around Ronnie
(mild he become the first president in
history to fade away without jansone
noticing.
not? His sitx pressaknt-did.
That's too bad. because being-the vice
presislent woUtd be thegreatest -job-in--
the world. •
Think about it. Not only do sou not
have to do any work, but you'd pro-
isabiy get into all the ball kAMei for free;
every on ,would want to pay for ,your
beer and, tics, what girl would not be
impressed hs you.thesh:e president ot
the I .nited States?
R. Kevin ()tench, an aspiring tier
presidential candidate, would settle .fOr
it ticket to a Canachem game, a warm
Mar; and a winA .,from the popcorn ven-
ding girl
-
I would like to respond to th
rimg union signs not discrimil
Dail.v Maine Campus by ask ii
the following question:
Mr. Kolcxlziejski do you ha
or experknce in constitution
course taken in high school o
As a former political science
a great deal of exposure to c
-both the high school and colks
am in a better position to que
the date-stamping policy Meet
the U.S. Supreme Court •h
restraints of expression.
The burden of proof is not c
the shoulders of The Vbisersii
words of the I. S. Supreme C
Times v. United States"
Reporterp. 2t30. 19111.
Any system of prior testi
tomes to this Court bearing a
against its constitutional valid
thus carries a heavy burden 0
lion for the imposition of sin
I wonder how Plato, Thor
jamin Franklin, Thomas Lou
Abraluun 1...m.:41n and other no
would look at this institution
and the restriction that - its da
political ideas.
Just how long is one &Howes
kor,orie week_perhaps two w
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Traffic leads to nightmare 
To the editor;
I have this reccurring dream.
In it I'm crossing the raod bet-
ween Merrill- Hall and the
library. Midway, cars _start
rooming by, missing me brin-
ches, slapping into my
backpack or brushing my
jacket.
-Then the road is dear except
for two identical UMaine police
cars approaching from opposite
directions, the same cop in both
cars. "Crosswalks? Who needs
crosswalks? We have parkIng
tickets" he saw laughing
Both cars crush through my
legs and pass through _each
other magically as I drop to the
ground.
But lately the dream has been
changing. As I cross the road,
with cars passing in either direc-
tion, 1 notice that the crosswalk
is actually a lattice made up of
children from the Merrill Hall
Kindergarten taking their after-
noon naps, little mats and all.
The cars continue to zoom
by. making crunching and pop-
ping noises as they crush the
children.
I uswIly wake up screaming.
So now I spend a lot of time
screaming—screaming about
my rights of way. Screaming,
about lack of courtesy and safe-
ty and most of all screaming at
the petty crosswalk fascists who
so aparently want to make my
dream a reality.
But no more. I'm sick of
motorists who can't stop for a
half minute to let _peole cross.
Return the nets!
To the editor:
On behalf of the UMaine
I acrosse Club. I would like to
thank the senseless and ir-
responsible individual who stole
the pair of lacrosse nets from
our playing field last weekend
the nets cost 13(X) a pan arid
were oist purchased last spring
with club money Besides our
financial loss, I would also like
to thank you on behalf of the
team from Portland which was
to play us on Sunder (That is
if we had had nets )
Believe me, they were not
half as amused as I was by your
boneheaded artfies.-.Your sense
-of--community pride is as
reprehensible as your lack of
respect for university/club
property.
Any information regarding
the whereabouts of the missing
nets will be handled with the ut-
most confidence, no questions
asked
George Kando
President. UMaine Lacrosse
Club
instead choosing to thread their
four-wheel carnage missiles bet -
%seen gaps of pedestrians. You
people make me sick.
With any luck maybe one of
you will hit someone, a child
perhaps, the guilt of a ruined
life and the financial burden of
hospital bills a mill-stone arond
your necks forever
Anyway. I'm pissed and get
ting angrier every time I or one
of my peers nearly become,
grill meat
So I thought I'd let you
highway Hitler% be warned
before I progress beyond simp
ly writing letters to the editor
Sean Murphy
Colvin Hall
Respon
WHEN WRITING...
The Daily Maine Campus welcomes let-
ters to the editor and commentaries from
members of the university community. Let-
ters should be 300 words or less, and com-
mentaries about 4S0 words. In order to
verify the validity of letters, we must have
a name, address, and telephone number.
Although the newspaper welcomes
anonymous letters, it will not print them
unless a special arrangement for withholding
the letter has been made with the editor.
The Maine Campus reserves the right tii_
edit letters and commentaries for length.
taste, and libel.
Join us!
To the editor.
Amnesty International in-
vites all individuals to a campus
group meeting Thursday at 7
p.m
Amnesty International is an
independent worldwide move-
ment working for the protec-
tion of human rights. Join us!!
Amnesty
Jeffrey Spring
International
Member
Commentary
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Freedom to post is questioned
I would like to respond to the letter "Date stam-
ping union signs not discriminatory— in Friday's
Datl.v Maine Campus by asking Mr. Kolodriejski
the following question:
Mr. Kolodziejski do you have any background
or experi•nce in constitutional law, either as a
course taken in high school or college?, ,
As a former political science major !h. ho has had
a great deal of exposure to constitutional law at
both the high school and college les els, I think that
-I am in a better position to question whether or not
the date-stamping polio meets the "criteria" that
the t'..S Supreme Court has made on prior
restraints of expression.
The burden of proof is not on ms shoulders, hut
the shoulders Of the Universitly of, Maine In the
words of the t S Supreme Chun in " \en York
Times % United States" (91 Supreme court
Reporter p. 2t40, r,rt):
Any system of prior restraints .ol expression
comes to this Court bearing a heavy presumption
against its constitutional validity. The government
rhus carries a heasy burden Of shoWing 'justifica-
tion for the imposition of such a restraint.
I wonder how Plato, Thomas Jefferson, Ben-
jamin Franklin, Thomas I ode. Thomas Paine,
Abraham Lincdln and other notable political figures
would look at this institution of higher education
and the restriction that' its date-stamping has on
political ideas. . •
-Just how long is one allowed to express an idea?
.For,orie weekierhaps two weeks? -How much °f —
a time constraint does one put on an idea?
This is supposed to be an institution of 'higher
education. Yet, if one sets a limit on how long an
idea is good for, how can others share in the idea?
If the assumption that two weeks (which was the
amount of time the date-stamping was good for)
is a long enough period for the expression of a
political or non-political idea, then perhaps we
shouldn't teach any political science or history or
any other course whose ideas aren't within that two
week time limit Or perhaps the ideas need to be'
renewed every-two weeks zo ensure their potency,
as is required for the posters etc. in the Memorial
Union,
Mr. Kokxlziejski, if sou would look at the signs,
posters, flyers, etc. being posted, you would notice
that at least 90-95 percent of those are specifically.
designed to inform ihe public about events that are
soon to take place. These materials can be taken
down without any problem once the) have served
their purpose.
I have pointed out to Dean Rand and others
places where more bulletin boards can be placed,
eg.. three in the basement of the Union and at least
two more on thefirst floor between the newstand
' and check cashing towards Hauck Auditorium.
limiting political non-political expression should.
be the last alternat e. when no others are as ailable.
Has this university met the burden of proof place
upon it It's very doubtful that it has.
I also have pointed oul. the tree Speech and
Assembly Policy, reaffirmed by.„, the -Board of
Trustees Jan. 23, 1974, which in.óne portion states:
•
The entire campus of the University of Maine.
Orono (except corridors and inside areas and
laolities not available ç1i a scheduled basis for
Mark Hageiin
reasons of public safety) is open to any form of ex-
pression by students, faculty, staff, and their invited
guests, the only limitations being that normal
university functions may not be disturbed, the free
flow of traffic may not be disrupted, and the urics
of public safety may not be contravened.
The Constitution of the State of Maine in Arti-
-- de 1 Section 4 states:- "...no laws shall be passed
regulating or restraining the freedom of the
press.„...". If you look historically, flyers, hind- -
bills, etc. were included as a part of the press. As
, an agencs of the state of Marne, this university is
not above the protectjons inherent in Maine's con- --
solution or in the U.S. constitution.
Nor have I forgotten the statement made by
President Dale Lick before the GSS April I. where
he stated: "use university is not a democracy." I
hope that his statement was just an April Fool's
joke, but then again maybe the joke's on us for hav-
ing him as president.
One must have politicalfreedom in order to have
academic freedom. If this university is to be a
university, then it must eliminate the barriers to
political freedom, no matter how slight. -
It is time for the censorship to end:
Maybe date-stamping isn't discriminatory, but it
allows for an even worse crime: censorship. Every
time a poster, flyer, etc. is taken down because it
doesn't meet some university criteria or because
some student doesn't like what is being said, then
Others lose the opportunity to share the idea/event .
Mark Hagelin is a graduate student in Economics
•
•
•
4.
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Report concludesiticomebased loan'
WASHIN(iTON2D.CTCPS) — The
Reagan Admiffistration's fondest hope
for ending student loan defaults ind
-reforming tudent aid may be "an ex-
periment that carmot work," the con-
ser% atite Heritage Foundation said last
Week. 
The foundation's opinion is
tieutarls noteworths because the group
has formed many of the edus.ation akas
the administration has turned into policy
since 1980.
Clemson I. nisersity Prof. Robert
Staff, who prepared the Heritage report.
figured the new Income Contingent
Loan (1(1). would actually be a had
deal for students
The k I is designed to let students
repay their college loans in amounts that
depend on how much thcs corn alter
leasing school. •
llut students- -who expft-T- to get
moderate- to high-pasing jobs after
graduation would actualjs base higher
monthly.pasments in repaying an 1(1
than thes would in reposing a
Guaranteed Student loan IGSI
For instance Staff calculated that a
student earning SI7.760 a year would
spend S304 a month to repay an ICL.
compared to S22.1 a month for a GS[
If it took the student 10 years to repos
a college loan in full. an ICL would cost
the student S9.840 more than a (S!
Sen. Claiborne Pell ID-R.I.) con-
cocted the ICL idea, and sponsored a
5-sear ICI "pilot program" that starts
on campus es this fall to see how it might
- • - - • 
-
But last Januar), before the pilot pro-
gram esen began, C.S. Secretary of
Education William -Bennett made
income-contingent loans the center of
his suugettcd fiscal 1989 higlaer-
educat ion budget
Bennett proposed cutting all student
aid programt bs about 50 percent. mak-
ing CISLs much harder for students to
get, and drasocalls inereasinirthEbudget
for the still unproven ICI .
Bennett explained the 1(1 would cut
the default rate because student's' loan
repasment% would not outttrip their
- 
ability to pas back the money
Congress ultimately rejected Ben,
nett't proposal, opting instead to. see
how the pilot program would work out
before replacing other student aid pro-
grams with it.
In his report: "Problems With The,
New Student Aid ,Progrim,-- Staff
predicted the 5-yeat experiment "will
reseal scrs hole escept perhaps that the
students enrolled in it know little about
financial principles." •
The Fducat.ion Depart ment . though is
still "ter% much behind the program,"
spokesman Dan Scheeler said
Chinese leader retires, is asked to stay on
it st.t.A Several delegates to
the Communist Party ( ongress said
Wednesday that the, want top leader
Deng Xiaopmg to retain his post,
reflecting doums obout the future of
China's reform policies without his
leadership
"Efforts are being made, on both
fronts. tiy Comrade Deng Xiaoping and
bs the deputies-to the parts congress, to
persuade and be persuaded." I iao
party's MON decisionniaking body.
and as head  of the part% :s Central Ad-
% nor) CoMmission, ah influential group
of eldcris official.
But he it widely expected to retain his
post as head ot the !saris Crntrkl
— MtIttatl---E-ourmrsArcm- --
China's leaders were belie-Ned to has e
agreed-in prolonged diseuiSions before
the congress to hate Deng and three
other Standing ('ommttter members in
down. But th%
delegates' statements Si ednesdas in
dicated that a final decision has set to
be reached
A report in the state run Propie.< Dui
/von 9% ednesdas said Sh.huan peasants
watchmg the list telecast Sunda% of the
congress' opening session were delighttd
to see Deng looking well
%uhan %lay or lhao Baotiong. a con-
Chungking and a delegate. said at a
new: conference
Deng. 83. has been China's top leader
since 19'8 and has spearheaded the
co-untry's market-oriented econornk
reform and open-door policies
In recent months he has said repeated
Is that he plans to retire from the ti% e.
man Politburo Standing Committee, the
OCT29-NOV1
171146 tR1.3AISLIN. • 0061 RESERVAT04; : 551.1755
K04E1; MISLAY-2' sTtatITS ANITrED +=ARV
go:As delegate. said he twtonalls did not
want to see Deng retire
Deng hopes that his retirement will
force other elderls. more consersotise
leaders to follow suit. allowing _soung
officers who su-pport his economic and
roliiical reform. to take oter
In addition. observers believe Deng
wants to ensure a smooth transfer of
power during his lifetime to avoid a
struggle and a possible return to the ex-
treme let titm that des astated the coun-
try during the 1966--h Cultural
Resolution.
The Daily Maine Campus, nu
Mahler
WASHINGTON — Peace Co
the appointment of Scott E. Smi
Corps director in Kenya. There
Corps Volunteers current!) sersit
nation.
Smith, of Belfast. Maine, vo
Corps volunteers working in a
cluding small business enterprise
num. educatron. agriforestry a
t ion As an associate Peace Coq
work ser) clostlyi with solunteer
support and super% pylon, person
ling as an intermediary betweer
country. officials
Smith brings an extensise ba
development and human resour
position After earning his had
national relations 'Om the (.1
()ron%) in - 1978, Smith terse%
solunteer in Niger; West Afti
Congress
Urban schools mai 
 
lack teachers
About 82 percent of today's
education majors want to begin their
teaching careers in suburban or rural
schools, the AITICTICati Association of
Colleges for Teacher Education
(AACTEI found in a lune% releated last
week:
The education majors' wishes, the
group concluded. rnas mean large urban
schools with sninssrits student bodies are
going to base a tough time avowing
teachers -fo wOrk there
Typically. said AA(TE President
William Ga rdner. prospectrie teachers
are white_ wornercs from--suburban
backgrounds (Ink c percent ot the
initietrx retllege -ristrre-are
hlack: 3 percent arc Hispank
But even the prospectise rninortts
teachers did not want to work in inner-
city. schools, the turves indicated
Inner-cm) schools, on the other hand,
may need teachers more than others.
FdiKalors predict that by the sear 2000
about 40 percent of the not:eon's-eh-men:
tars and secondary school students will
be minorities.
Entitled "Teaching and teaehert
Facts and Figures." the AACTE
surses did not suggest hist.- to get ma-
jars interested in teaching in inner :its
neighbor hoods
Gardner, howEver, noted the results
..onfirmed the 1985 findings of acoali•
tion of education deans called "The
Holmes Group," which warned of a
pressing need to prodike more minor'-
: education majors
!Shirty um% ei waft. fncludittg'—Har-
% aid and Johns Hopkins. committed
themselses to the Holmes Group's
But the prospeetise teachers,
regardless of their race or where they
want to work, are among the brightest
students on their campuses. the AA(-11- -
found , • •
Education majors graduated in the
top third of their class, the sun ey show
ed. with a 1 1 grade point average on a
scale of four
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Mainer named Peace Corps associate director
,.„
WASHINGTON — Peace Corps, announced today
the appointment of-Scott F. Smith AS asseCiate Peace
Corps director in Kenya. There are nearly 250 Peace
Corps Volunteers currently sets ing in the East African •
nation.
Smith, of Belfast. Maine, will oversee fifty Peace
Corps volunteers working in a sanely of fields in-
cluding small business enterprise, small town develop-
ment. education. agriforestrs and water and sanita-
tion As an associate, Peace Corps director. Smith will
work %cry closely with yolunteers, providing technical
support and supervision, personal counseling, and ac
ling as an intermediary between solunteers and host
country officials.
Smith brings an extensise background in oserseas
cleselopment and human resource des clopment to his
position After earning his bachelor's degree in inter-
national relations 'Om the Unisersity of Maine in
°ion° in - 1978, Smith seised as i Peace Corps
solunteer in Niger,- West Africa. from 1979-1981.
• where he taught English as a foreign language. Upon
his return from Africa. Smith was a language instruc-
tor at the Anierican Language Academy at Catholic
University and served Concurrently as the a-:ademy's
director of curriculum.
Since 1984, Smith has sersed as coordinator of
Peace Corps' innovative Overseas Staff Training pro-
grarn. In this capacity, Smith has overseen the train-
ing regimen for more than 250 newly hired overseas
staff members'. While coordinating the overseas train-
ing program, Smith found time to earn a master's in
science degree from American University in
Washington. D.C. in international des-elopment
management. I _
"I'm really looking forward to returning to
Africa," Smith said. "to help the Kenyan people
with their deselopment programs. In Niger. I gained
such a sense of satisfaction, but my time there was so
short . .Td work in Kenya in an administrative capaci-
ty and to help Mee Corps volunteers help their Ke-
nyan counterparts realize their full potential is enor
mously appealing."
Peace Corps Director Loret Miller Ruppc praised
Smith's appointment. '.'Scott has done such a fine job
preparing our overseas staff for their assignments. He
will be hard to replace, but his addition to the Kenya
staff will be a tremendous asset to our program there
and we wish him well"
Smith has been undergoing training for his Kenya
assignment and will leave for Kenya in early October.
More_ than 5,300 Peace Corps Volunteers and
trainees are working in more than60 developing coun-
tries in grassroots, self-help projects in agriculture.
education, forestry. fisheries, health and nutrition,
sanitation, potable water, small enterprise develop-
ment. approptiateitechnology and the skilled trades.
Through Peace Corps, more than 120.000 Americans
have served in more than 90 developing nations since
1961
Congresi may stop search for second dump
t oN( ORD. S H ‘1AP) — Congress
will probably scuttle the search for a se-
cond nuclear waste dump which • m
eludes J 'Sew Hampshire site. members
of a special state-committee on the
nuclear waste -dump were told
Wednesday
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Warren Rudman's top aide in the state.
-I-red Kocher, that pressure to cut the
federal deficit and a lower estimate of
the-amount ot waste likely to be
generated will prompt ( ongress to stop
the search for a kcond dump
"It is our feeling that because there
is a growing consensus in Congress that
a second site is not needed, and because
of the fiscal constraints the ( (ingress is
facing with the budget deficit, that Con-
gress will come out of this legislative
debate eliminating the second site and
putting its resources into the first
site," Kocher told the Nuclear Vs astc
Policy Advisory Committee
Kocher said two dump search bills are
headed for the t.tia44-11%ior-,--with debate
the law
Another dump hill, which does riot
cut the search, has been passed in the
House, and a second House bill, which
merely puts -off -the search for 18
months, was passed by a House commit-
tee as Kocher spoke to the panel  
not come until after Congress acts.
Three sites in Texas, Nesada and
Washington state base been nominated
for the nation's first high-level waste
_dump
One of the Senate bills sets iip- an in-
Any final lass would hase to be the
result of negotiations between the HQ-USt
and the Senate conference committee
members
New Hampshire is concerned because
an area in the southwestern part of the
state is on the government's list of
potential sites for a second repository.
The state meeting came three weeks
after the Energy Department said it was
resuming its search for a second site.
After the department suspended the
search last year, western states sued, say:"
ing the action was illegal. Feder al energy
officials hope that resuming the second
dump work will render the suit moot.
Ass slant State Attorney General
to begin as early as thursclas Both, he Robert Cheney told the panel that a Amherst urged the committee to pass a
said. cut the se( ond dump search f rom __decision is pending cut-sae-suit, but may--resolut -to- ta- -the- congressional
centive program to pay a state chosen
for the first dump $0 million a year
from the time of the agreement until
waste is delivered and S100 million a
year during the life of the dump. Kocher
said the bill might be amended to offer
the incentives to states who volunteer for
the dump.
He said there appears to be agreement
that adding the volunteer section may be
necessary
"I think most senators will tell you
that this dump isn't going to go where
it isn't wanted." he said
He said the governor of New Mexico
already has volunteered his state, but
may face a fight from his own
Legislature.
Committee member Arnold Wight of
delegation that trying to find a volunteer
would be the best way to go.
"Should Congress ,decide that this site
will only go where it is welcome, it will
never go in New Hampshire. 1lé slid.
"What better -deal could you haver'
Other members of the committee sug-
gested it was too early to take such a
stand and Wight's idea was tabled until
the next committee meeting.
Seseral nuclear dump opponents who
attended the meeting said that for the
committee to consider urging Congress
to offer money to volunteer states flies
in the face of volumes of State
documents that based opposition to the
dump on technical inadequacies.
They suggested it might result in a
dump going to a state that is not thebest
technical site because of a financial
incentive.
But the BMW Planning Office and
Kocher said the intent was net to allow
the financial_ incentive' supercede
technic:al reasons for choosing a site.
Supreme Court reprimands
judge for urprofessionalism
PORTLAND. Maine 1'P) — The
state Supreme Court- reprimanded - a
District Court judge Wednesday for
shouting and swearing at a policeman
who had arrested his-son for speeding.
The court said Judge David Cos of
BangOr had been -impatient, unT
dignified and discourteous" to Brewer
police Capt ('harks Shuman and his
department Disciplinary action is
necessary because the incident "strikes
at the heart of the public's perception
of judicial tmpartiality ." the court
said
On May LIM. Cox asked Shuman.
a Brewer policeman who served as a
District Court officer, to come to the
judge's chambers to discuss the arrest of
his son for speeding on a motorcycle.
(see C0(•RT page 11).
Great Job!
_Great job for students with car. This is not selling. It
is Public Relations-delivering flyers and samples to com-
panies in Bangor area. $7.00 an hour. Work your own
schedule. Work as hard as you want
Excellent opportunity for right student. If interested in
4n-interview. call George Sawyer at Gannett Hall room
\P29 on the Orono Campus. telephone number 581-4922.
P.S. Also can interview for excellent summer lobs travel-
ing in Northern New England-starting as soon as school
gets put. Starting pay $300.00 a week.
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S5 Attention! ?is Ice Hockky Players S_
1 ages 18-25 ?Si There is still room in our!
; Senior A Ice Hockey League,i
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f Information, c.11 Betty ats
S 581-1103.
I? League starts in November,
S and ?continues thcough the end!
? of February.
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,Communi.st rebels attack 'base
AGELjPhjLippufrAP)—
Suspeded coMititiorst rebels shot and
killed two U.S. airmen and two other
people Wednesday in separate daslight
attacks near the giant U.S. Clark Air
Base. —
I .S. officials said the dead included
two ,Air Force sergeants. 'a Filipino
retired ?tom the L .S. Air Force and, a
Filipino businessman of U.S. ancestry
Assassins also fired on an Air Force
captain.
The attacks came within 15 minutes
of each other and followed by seieral
hours the slasings of two policemen and
the wounding of an- arms colonel in
Manila. Authorities also blamed those
on the rebels.
Names of the sic.tims *ere not im-
mediate available-. Base spokesman
Tht.ltildN _Boyd sarcl-both airmen
---were in unittwm.
-Alai. Gen. Donald Snsder. com-
mander of the 13th Air Force, said the
motis es for the killings were unknown
But Col. Manuel Caranra, security of-
ficer of the Philippine military's Clark
Air Base I ommand. said he suspected
communist rebels were, responsible
He said the %isle of the attacks and
the weapons used — .45-caliber pistols
—pointed to rebel. assassins.. (orazon_
1---A-eluirio's government.
A statement bs the Philippirie military
said the first attack came at about 3:43
p.m when three assailants shot dead an
.kir Force sergeant in front of a
McDonald's less than two miles from
the base
Moments tater up to :5 gunman
ambushed i he car of another Air Force
sergeant. killing him instantls The
Filipino businessman. who stopped to
insestigate. was also slain.
The retired Air Force sergeant was
shot daad.as he dune his-station wagon
near aTmilklar.) biaasing area. the state-
ment said.
l'hc-Airrorce-captain was attacked
near another housing area at about the
same time. When the captain returned
fire, the rebels fled.
Boyd said the attacks occurred on a
day when the base was conducting an
exercise to test responses to CfnenteTIC/CS
area, kill four
-trom a prone 4! Ult orrthrTurner%
to robbers to a terrorist. attack -
At the Pentagon, officials who spoke
on condition of anonymits said the at -
ta9ks • 'were obs musty coordinated."
"Can we'say fcir sure who's respon-
sible? No," said one source. "Does
this took like the insurgents" Yes.'"
The rebel New People's Arms
operates in the (lark area, about 50
miles north of Manila Rebels generalls
ha% c as oided attacking Americans dur-
ing their 18-year insurgencs
The communist leadership recently
warned it would target Americans and
American interests if the I nited States
continued supporting the goscrnment's
coynterinsurgerics program
_ Last- 
_Frida). • the Lasted States
delisered 10 armored personnel carriers
to the Philiprune.military and released
S-5 million in aid this Week.
In a broadcast oser the militars:s Far
Fast Network, Snsder said secunts
would be increased around housing
areas and appealed to the 26,000 troops.
Defense Department cisilians and
dependents at (lark to remain calm
In Manila, U.S. Embasss sources,
speaking on condition of anonsmits.
said militars personnel had been told to
a% oid weaung umforms.ln  
:The U.S. Navy also restricted trasel
between (lark and the Subic Ras naval
station 30 miles west of here But there
were no reports of incidents around the
a- nasal base.)
In Manila, suspected rebels shot dead
police (*Opt Eduardo Media% illo as he
sat in his Jeep at a traffic light. At about
the same time. assailants also killed a
Police sergeant who seised as a
bodyguard for a suburban mayor
7 A, Philippine army- colonel was
wounded ni a third earls morning
attack.
Also %edne• sdaS. the I S Embassy
announced that I I. tol. Vic.tor
Raphael, the assistant arms attache, was
leasing the country this week for "tem-
porary duts " in the United States
followIng charge': that he interferred
with gosernment forces during the Aug
28 coup attempt
Group spray-paints anti-rape slogans on house
CHAMPPALON-URBANA. 11
(CPS) — A group identifying itself on-
ly as "a -women's group- said in a press
release it was responsible for spray-
painting anti-rape slogans on I nis er-
sits of Illinois fraternity houses, and
promises to start "a campaign of direct
action" against a system that •'trains
men to be rapists."
The spray-painted graffiti, said
Lambda Chi Alpha President Phil
Kradet,"basically called us rapists ••
Vandals also painted slogans on the
Beta Theta Pt house nearb%
Krader noted the sandalism occured
shortly after The Dail s the cam-
pus paper, published a story about how
a 15-year-old girl was raped in a Ul
fraternity house in late September
The unnamed (rater-ruts house was on
el I e4C-er-A14,91tec-a4,A0 to-as-uoitio-•4-01491 CO-* (MO I teic-e ewe I
Cunningham's Florist
- Something new has leen added -
1st -A new designer
2nd- Visa & MasterCard honored
3rd (and coming sooli)-- FTT)
Sion-Frt. -9 felt Sul-Sun, 9 les 5
48i _Stillwater 4 venue 827- 772/
141r-.0,-,1% tCht..9 e-Yre I Crr..-9
HEY STUDENTS!
LOOKING FOR
SOMETHING TO DO?
WE HAVE ICE TIME AVAILABLE
FOR YOUR CLUB OR
ORGANIZATION
Dorm Parties
Greek Exchanges
Hockey
„ Broomball
Call 581-1103 for information
A
the same street as lambda Chi Alpha
and Beta Theta Pi
Last sear, fires were started at (rater
nit houses at Western Illinois Uniser
sits . Colorado School of Mines. and I hr
unisersitics of Denser and Colorado,
amid anonymous notes and police suspi
Pons the were related to recent sexual
assault and harassment sompiamts les el
cd at local fraternits members
Police, howeser. were unable to
establish any connect il/n between the AT -
sons on the different campuses
in a press release that mysteriously
showed up a! the Daily Illini offices last
week. Flosses cr. the anonsmous group
promised more anti greek "direct as- •
non" because "local social sers ice agen-
cies have receised an alarming number
of calls from female % ictinis of rape oc-
curring in fraternal) houses."
Wilson honored as
outstanding student
I ors Vs ilson of F arm:riptide has been
honored as an outstanduigstaidentinibts -
Uniser sit ) of Maine College of--
Engineering and Scienee_j_ 
_
Wilson received the Outstanding
Sophomore Engineer Award last spring.
&nen annually by the Maine Alpha
chapter of Tau Beta Pi, a national
engineering honor society Recipients of
the award are chosen based on academic
achiesement, interest, actisitses, and
characteristics exemplar) of .t.he
profession
Wilson, 20, is now, a iuniot, '—'---
us agricultural enguizering. A_1510.5__ 
graduate of Hall -Dale High School, she
is the daughter of Dann) and  Nancy 
Wilson of Farmingdale
Wilson serses as president of the
UMaine Agricultural and Forest
Engineers Association and is resident
assistant at Knox Hall
In recognition of her achiesement,
Wilson recased a calculator aonated by
- Hew lett•Packard. a major manufacturer
of computers and electronic equipment.
OUTDOOR
EQUIPMENT SALE
Buy & sell. New & used. Skis, Tents, Sleeping
Bags, Backpacks. Climbing Gear. Canoes.
Clothing, used rental gear.
Thursday & Friday (10/29 & 10/30). 10-4pm
1912 Room. Memorial Union
If you have items to sell please bring them to
the Maine Bound Office on Wed 10/28 between
10 & 4 pm or before 10 am on Thurs 10/29.
Maine Bound will keep 10 pct. and the rest is
yours. See you there!
r-
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"After Caption Shuman entered.
Judge Cox began shouting and swear-
ing at him because Of the manner in
Which the Brewer police officers had
-deaWwith his son's motor s chic lt
tion" the Supreme Court said in its
ruling.
The judge was unset that police had
arrested his son and had taken him_ to
the police station rather than issuing him
a summons and taking him home.
Shuman :maintained his composure
and explained that the police had
4 tolloy.cd protedures regularly used in
cases ins ols ing grossly excessive speed,
the court said. Cox's son. Daniel. was
cited for operating his mmorcscle 95
mph in a 441mph zone
But Cori spoke loud enough for pen
pie outside the chambers to hear him,
and his language and tone ' 'sank below
an acceptable lesel." the court said
The justices noted that everyone who
had been present during the cons ersa-
t ion said the judge was concerned about
his imminent heart surgery and was
disturbed-11s his son's conduct.
And when he, returned to work
following the opetattOn, he apologized
to Shuman. •s ho his been a friend for
more than 20 sears..
Ther-e-is-noevidetice that Cox tried:IV -
influence the proceedings or the out-
come of his son's case, nor did he allow -
ihe arrest to influence his handling of
cases insolsing the Brewer Police
Department, the high court said, •
Nonetheless, the' Code ot Judicial
Conduct establishes minimum standards
that judges must obserse, the ruling
said.
- Thes--are-
themselses in a manner that promotes
(continued from page 11i
public confidence in the judiciary, and
they are prohibited from allowing fami-
ly relationships to influence their con -
cruet 'or judgement .
t'We cannot merels dismiss the unlor
 tunate conversation in Judge- ("ox's
chambers as a prisate discussion bet-
ween two old- friends in which the judge
lost his temper." the high court said
The case was sent to the court by the
Committee of Judicial Resonsibilits
and Disahilits, which monitors the con-
duct. of judges in Maine. The incident
was- brought to the commuter's atten-
non hs a newspaper story
Author researches Korean War court-martial
P01111 AND. Maine t API Now
that Americans seem ram to rehse
Vietnam in hooks, in the minks and on
tele•ision. Korea remains the nation's
forgotten war .
It was a conflict in which 1_ .S.sforce,
failed, lot the first lffile, to Wm a clear
cut s ictory. 'And -31%*i the righting end'
ed. soldiers who had endured
nightmarish deprisations in Chinese
prison camps returned home to find
theinselies targets of allegations that
thes had succumbed lo ruins "brain.
washing" and had 'iaborated with
their ,aptor,
One prisoner of war. an- Army officer
from Bar Flarbor, was singled out for
special treatment. Following his release
in 1953. Major Ronald Alley was court -
martialed, convicted, gisen a.
dishonorable discharge. iris! sentenced-
to 10. years in prison. lout of which he,
wive&
Author Don J. Snsder spent eight
sears pursuing, Alley's case agonizing
over his guilt or innocence and trying to
dcterMine whshe had become the onls
American soldier in this century to be
given such a sentence
The result of his investigations, -"A -
Soldier's Qisgrace, " (Yankee Books.
S-15.95). recounts Alley's experiences in
Korea, his (iierman-born - widow's
10-year battle to Clear his name. and -
Snyder's dogged attempts to pin down
the full story in the lace of bureaucratic
roadblocks at the Pentagon.
Wall- Street _waffles, posts slight gain
New York (AP) 1-he stock market
-sacillated again Weslnesdas but closed
mostls lower the dollar and bond
markets resurfaced as factors influeric
ing its course
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1 uesdas , The salue of all stocks lost S12
billion. .
In a day punctuated Pis erratic swings,
the as erage tell 63 points in the first half
trading-hut ing..a %c% en-year low against
the est:German mark and a fise-y ear
low against the British pound.
  hour.-then-retsounded rp s-,-Weing up
1he Doss Jones industrial aserage as high as ls points abose I uesday's
finished up a *,an; 0.33 points at :lose
-1.1346.112 following a_52_56-point gain - the dollar tell sharply in European
5 -
Despite the _shight risein the Dow,-two-
stock-s lost money for es ery one that ad-
sanced, while more than 2'9 million
shares were . traded in another ab-
htesiated session on the New York
Stock Exchange
"This is a very treacherous market,"
said Alfred E. Goldman. a s ice presi-
dent at A.G. Edwards & Sons Inc. in St.
Louts% "t-The best Thing totsaveli-a-sedse-
of humor: and cash on the sidelines."
Markets has e been closing two hours
early to allow people to eatch up on
paperwork
 BACK BY POPULAR DEMAND
-thr a.limited engagement of ONE night
HALLOWEEN
••60"
to and from the BASH at the ORONOKA
-44, running, not walking, 8pm till lam on Oct 31
pickup every 1/2 hour at MacDonalds, Field House, York Complex,.and 7-1 in Orono
13, so put. on .aneu .face and party like- a penguin!
11%'''. be safe sell-your:car, leave the driving to LIs!
sl‘ paid for by your student government
.5/
•
7- •
•If
•
•
•
••:•
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Sports
— 1}Spike ties two UMaine records as -Bears win
lig bib *Ida
Sports Wr,Ie,
Although the University of Maine
soccer team impulsed its record to
%ednesdas afternoon with a 3-0
triumph over intrastate rival Colby Col
lege, Black Bear Ben Spdic deserves a lit
tie extra recog.nnion
Spike, a Junior forward from Bath.
tied two UMaine records, most goalk in
a season 410) and most goals in a career
t24), when he tallied the final marker in
the Black Bear Yictors.
"He-TC-xik a pass from John Mello.
heat a couple of people in the penalty
box and finished it off," [Maine
coach Jim Dyer said. '
The Black Bears, who were forced to
battle the ady else climatic condition% 3k
much as the Collis Mules. went ahead
1-0 just a little oser 10 minutes into the
opening half
Mello registered the opening goal with
an assist, going to Leon Pierce on the
play According to Dyer, Ted. Hasse,
also desersed credit. keeping the hall in
the Mules' zone with a solid eftkirt on
offense.
—Ted Hawes worked hard to in the
hall tor us," Dyer said.
Pierce secured- the second Black Bear
goal off a ftee.kick. with .Mike McCiuire
picking up the assist
And while the sictory did assure
Maine of finishing no worse than .500
this season, Dyer feels his squad could
hasc done better.
A Mexican
1
Restaurant
Watering Hole
Downstairs ,
Thursday- Long Island
Ice Teas $1.75!
Fridgy- Rolling Rock/
Rolling Rock Light
$1.00 a bottle
Saturday- costume Party
Coors/ Coors light
$.60 a glass,
$3.25 a pitcher
Friday Happy Hour 3-8pm
"At Ines 3se's_Vbccrt et taits:1
is indicative of starting so many new
PeoPie• "
--
tftstame. which dropped a 2-0 contest
to the L.riiserSity of Hartford on Sun-
day, has two contests remaming On its
igalT schedule
Saturday on Alumni Field, the Black
Bears play host to the Unisersits
Southern Maine. whom L'Maine
thumped 2-0 tact scatnn,
natural risalry." Oyer _said
"They'll be ready "
And the Black Bears finish out their
season the following Saturday at home
against Central Connecticut State
trniyerCity. •
Dyer described the remaining contests
as a mini-season of sorts for his team
—We like to go 24) in these last two
games "
UMaine to host championship
by law Inas
• The Ness England Dis mon 2 College
Rugby. Championships ssiil he hosted bs
the UnisersitY of Maine this weekend.
!starting at: 9 a.nt. Saturday
Twelve teams will competefor-the t
Guard, Framingham State, Middlebury
a'nd Tufts.
Maine (3-)) is seeded 12th
"We're ob. tous underdogs," I antis .
said. "We also hase a few injuries hut
if we don't get sent into thc consolation
round right away we won't be too dissa-
pointed "
.Team Captain. Torn Concannon saidtic in‘luding Bowdoin College, „We're& team that hasn't played to it's
----Sprtrirfteld--Colleflryant-A-ORete -----ootent like`ce idiiiie gFramingham State College. Amherst pm __ aftd,,,ome bed_enet,440peruityCollege, Williams College Middlebury Saturdas we'll put it all together "College. Central Connecticut State Lamb said he-is looking for a big tur-UnivaCitS. Bates College, Coast Guard,
T-utti UnTsrersity-. and UMame
John Lamb, president of the I Mainc
Rugby Club said "These are good teams
and the final outcome will be determin-
ed by who comes with the biggest desire
to win and who can stab healthy through
the course of the tournament "
Teams reached the rugbs champion-
ships by finishing either first or second
in their respectise divisions Two teams,
Maine and Amherst were selected as
wild card teams to round out the field.
Ekiwdoin is the number one seed in
the tournament, followed by Loast
PEIREirr0, 1987
Colvin Hu
by kw Irma
Statt
For most of us, seeing a ghost o
nothing out of the ordinary. but to a
--eotvirt Malt, seeing a ghost any nigh
far from unusual
now hopinr to get as much sup-
port from the 'students as piissibIe.—
he said "It helps UN and it also looks
good for the school."
lame will play Tufts in their first
game which will begin at 9 a.m. Satur-
day morning If they win they will play
Coast Guard at II a m. while a loss
would put them in a consolation game
at 1 p.tn.
"It would he nice to hasc good
weather," I amb said. "but all that
teams arc coming up to have a good__
time rain or shine, rugby players-don't
pay much attention to the weather
AND VIEWS 
BEYOND WAR:
AN IDEA WHOSE TIME HAS COME
Presentor:
Charles Nauss, Associate Professor of Government
and Co-Director of the Russian Studies Program Co/-
by College
DISCUSS:
Why warring must stop?
What causes war?
How war is resolVed isa_state-of-mind!
How do we make war obsolefe7
How you can make a difference,
When:
700 PM. Monday, November 2
Where:
/20 Little Hall
Sponsored by the News and WOWS COTTitte of the Union Board
Meet me at J
Many of the people
who live in or base stayed
at Cols in Had belies c the
dormitory is haunted
" There is definitely a
ghost here," said Terri
tiallant, former resident
director of Cols in Hall
"I don't know who it is,
but 1 don :t belies e it's
Cluoline. that's Just what
everyone calls her "
:'Caroline" is Caroline
• Cols in. the first dean of
-women at the Unisersity
of Maine
"It's speculated that
site's the ghost because
the woman the
building is named
after." Gallant said
Gallant initially heard
of the ghost during her
first sear at Cols in in
19/9.
"The girls living
upstairs said they heard a
woman crvtrig in the mid-
dle of the night, but when they look,
couldn't find anyone There were only
the floor and they repeatedly heard
About this time .. objects ..also start(
Reagan, 
 
All
.ainong popular
-eostime--trendg-
LAMM
Sta" •••
It Is pos
This Halloween. Ronald Reagan.
in, Richard Nixon is out, and Fre&
Kruger and Alf arc gaining popular'
among costume busers.
'RiSnific'S -been poul.ar Ttir the
vivo or three yew-v.' said Mt
-Richard. second assistant at Spent
Gifts in the Bangor Mall.
People looking for costumes this ye
can spend as little as $1.49 for a 1.o
or as much as sso for gorilla
chicken costume.
At Spencer, the store has sold all
of its rubber Ronald Reagan masks
about SI8 apiece. A couple of Nixi
masks, retailing at $15. are st
asailable. though.
The same goes for Taylor Rental
Biewer Employee Jeff Strang said t
COSTUME page
